BAKER BOAT WORKS - Plans

The boat plans (no kits available) are grouped into five building categories: easy, basic intermediate, intermediate, intermediate-advanced and advanced based on size and complexity of construction. Please note that prior boat building experience is assumed for all of these categories. Some plans do NOT include construction plans.

Most plans now available through Mystic Seaport Plans
To order plans please contact Mystic Seaport:  (unless otherwise noted)

REQUESTS FOR LIBRARY SERVICES: Ships Plans
http://www.mysticseaport.org/research/requests/
http://www.mysticseaport.org/research/collections/ships-plans/

If you do not find what you are looking for contact collections@mysticseaport.org
or call: 860.572.5360  or  860.572.5367

DINGHIES

TERN  BBW Plan 23
YACHT’S DINGHY  BBW Plan 91
PUDDLEDUCK  BBW Plan 56
NORTH SHORE DINGHY  BBW Plan 1

SMALL BOATS UNDER 18'

GOSLING  BBW Plan 22
SWAMPSCOTT DORY  BBW Plan 14
KIDS’ POD Clinker-built Peapod  BBW Plan 18
(Order from Maine Maritime Museum - reference: CLINKER-BUILT PEAPOD)

PICCOLO  BBW Plan 16
(Order from WoodenBoat Magazine)

SKIFFS AND SHARPIES
WESTPORT SKIFF  BBW Plan 71
SOUTHARD'S SHARPIE  BBW Plan 2
WESTPORT SHARPIE  BBW Plan 69
SOUTHARD SKIFF  BBW Plan 95

CATBOATS

CATBOAT  BBW Plan 27
PEGGOTTY  BBW Plan 94
KINGFISHER II  BBW Plan 79
PENGUIN  BBW Plan 74
BUTTON SWAN  BBW Plan 53
NOWAK  BBW Plan 50

BOATS APPROXIMATELY 20'

Sloop “DRAGONFLY”  BBW Plan 21
Sloop “TWO FORTY”  BBW Plan 42
Noman’s Land Boat “ORCA”  BBW Plan 75
Noman’s Land Boat “CLEVELAND”  BBW Plan 111
Sloop “SANDY”  BBW Plan 113
Sandbagger “SHADOW”  BBW Plan 93

WHITEHALLS AND WHERRIES

RESCUE  BBW Plan 7
15' SAILING WHITEHALL  BBW Plan 10
AZULYKIT BBW Plan 6
11' WHERRY BBW Plan 76
DONOGHUE BBW Plan 9
19' WHERRY BBW Plan 48

**YAWL BOATS AND A LAUNCH**

YAWL BOAT BBW Plan 77
GRAY BOAT BBW Plan 85
LAUNCH BBW Plan 107

**BOATS OVER 25 FEET**

PROSPECT MARSH PINKY BBW Plan 12
SAMANTHE BBW Plan 19
27' SLOOP BBW Plan 66
VALKYRIE BBW Plan 123
KETCH BBW Plan 25
HOYT'S HOOKER BBW Plan 30
HOYT'S HOOKER II BBW Plan 30-B

**FIBERGLASS CONSTRUCTED BOATS**

SCORPION BBW Plan 24
TALLSTAR BBW Plan 38
ORION BBW Plan 37
LITTLE BEAR BBW Plan 29
MENEMSHA/ KATAMA                  BBW Plan 57

SPIRIT                          BBW Plan 20

PLANS FOR HALF MODELS

CHARLESTOWN BEACH BOAT          BBW Plan 86.
Taken off model from Saunders Shop, Wickford, R.I. 1969.

EASTERN WORKING SLOOP OF THE 1880'S BBW Plan 87.
Taken from half model cut by Saunders, Wickford, R.I. 1969.

N.Y. CLAMMING SLOOP, "SARAH E. LOCKWOOD" BBW Plan 88
Built at Greenwich, CT. Lines taken of builders half model. 1969.

UNIDENTIFIED STEAMER (probably oyster steamer) BBW Plan 100

Questions? Contact: RHBakerCatalog@gmail.com

CONDITION OF SALES: All plans are sold as black-line copies for the building of ONE boat only. If it is desired to build further boats, written authorization must be obtained from Mystic Seaport Collections, Mystic CT.

No duplications, printing or publication of any sort is permitted without prior written consent.